Transitional Support Program - Client Agreement
Client’s Full Name:

______________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

As a successful candidate, I am eligible to participate in the Shelter Now Transitional Support
Program and to reside in an apartment maintained by Shelter Now. I will accept the support and
services offered by Shelter Now, and will work toward obtaining permanent housing. In choosing to
become a part of this program,
1. I agree to follow all the house rules at Shelter Now.
2. I agree to participate fully in the development and fulfillment of my Individual Transitional
Plan, and to strive towards reaching the goals set out in the plan.
3. I agree to maintain the unit at Shelter Now by performing regular cleaning and reporting
maintenance issues to staff.
4. I agree to participate in house chores and to help maintain the outdoor living space and
community garden.
5. I agree to attend my scheduled meeting with support staff, work on my personal goals, and
work at developing personal strengths and problem solving skills.
6. I will accept visits in the unit from Shelter Now staff.
7. I agree to maintain the privacy of my medications with other occupants, and will not share,
trade, or sell my prescriptions.
8. I agree to maintain up-to-date contact information and communication with support staff to
ensure that support staff will not have a difficult time contacting me.
9. I agree to maintain a respectful, safe and supportive environment for myself and all other
occupants and staff.

I have been honest with the information given to the Shelter Now staff and expect staff and volunteers
of Shelter Now to maintain the confidentiality of my personal information. I understand that this
confidentiality cannot be maintained if there is a legal requirement for them to report to authorities in
the event of illegal activity or threat of harm to others or myself.
Signature: _________________________________ Date: _____________________
Shelter Now: ______________________________

Date: _____________________

